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Presentation outline

1. Rural Scotland in Focus Report 2010 key 
points

2. Perception and experience of digital 
landscape in rural Scotland

3. Popular response & actions

4. Strategic measures & programmes

5. Research implications – broadband and 
rural community resilience?
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Infrastructure & Services
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Broadband in rural Scotland?

• Data shows households in rural Scotland 
more likely to have internet at home than 
urban households.
– BUT… less likely to have broadband

– AND… less likely to have HIGHSPEED 
broadband

– AND… more likely to experience frustration due 
to high cost, low speed and contention issues
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Perception: BB echoes a “rural 
deficit” digital landscape…



Publicly-available 
broadband?
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Digital switchover…
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Does this matter?

• CRC states:
– Two-tier provision

– 1/3 people working from 
home live in rural areas

– BB can be used by elderly 
to promote inclusion & 
access to services

– Could enable entrepreneurs 
& aid economic recovery

• Businesses & communities
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New urban-rural digital 
divide…
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Rural broadband:
A persistent theme…
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Royal Society of Edinburgh

• From “exclusion” to 
“reinvigoration”
– “Social exclusion” definition 

needs to include “digital 
exclusion”

– Address geographic exclusion: 
coordinated national spine

• Innovation:
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Campaigns for action
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Actions at community level…
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Strategic/Policy Responses 
to access provision?



Policy timeline
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Building on existing 
investment

• Map: as a result of 
initiatives (pp.36-37)

• 2008-2009: 
“Broadband Reach”

• 2.8MEuro funding 
under European 
Economic Recovery 
Package  - new or 
enhanced provision
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Recent SG responses:

• “A Digital Ambition for 
Scotland” (Oct 2010)

• “That next generation broadband 
(30Mb) will be available to all by 
2020 and significant progress 
will be made by 2015”.
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Recent SG responses:
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Recent SG responses:

• Response to SU4RS (March 2011):
– Examine extent of commercial case

– Bottom-up approach incorporating 
community models

– Wider community use of public 
sector BB infrastructure (Pathfinder 
projects)

– “Maximise income” from UK Strategy 
(Dec 2010)
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Rural 
Broadband 
Summit (Mch 2011)

SG is “committed to supporting rural life, rural 
communities and the rural economy. The provision of 
broadband is key to unlocking the next stage of 
Scotland's development and ensuring that everyone 
has access to the opportunities technology brings… 
The consultation responses showed an overwhelming 
consensus that access to high speed broadband is 
central to the future development of rural areas”
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Research implications:
broadband and rural 

community resilience?



Community resilience?
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“Community resilience is the existence, 
development and engagement of community 

resources by community members to thrive in 
an environment characterised by change, 

uncertainty, unpredictability, and surprise. 
Members of resilient communities intentionally 
develop personal and collective capacity that 
they engage to respond to and influence change, 

to sustain and renew the community, and to 
develop new trajectories for the communities’ 

future” (Magis, 2010).



Building resilience
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‘RCR assessment chart' (Magis, 2010)

In Queensland (Hegney et al, 2008)



BB and wider outcomes?
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Dot.rural (RCUK)
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DEAR Project

• Digital Engagement and Resilience

• Aim: To identify how the resilience of rural 
communities can be enhanced through 
understanding their interaction with 
innovative technologies in rural settings

• Approach: -> ->
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Challenge to us as 
researchers:

• Identifying:
– Patterns observable across case studies

– Links with components of resilience at 
community level

– Links with other outcomes…

– Move beyond rhetoric and utopian/dystopian 
accounts to robust evidence across settings…

• Feed into policy in meaningful way
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“Rural” Scotland?

• Many debates, particularly amongst academics…

• For Report, we use two definitions:
– Scottish Government Urban-Rural Classification

– Randall Definition: 14 LAs
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Rural Scotland

1. More than 90% of 
Scotland’s land mass.

2. Home to 20% of 
population = 1 million 
people.

3. Distinct 
characteristics rather 
than “special case”…
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All this focuses on access…
Capacity for use?
Impact and outcomes?
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Access, Content 
& Capacity 
(Servon) 

Access, Content 
& shared 
participation 
environments ! Infrastructure 

! Access points 
(public & 
private) 

! Relevant content 
co-development 

! Increasing 
relevance of 
applications 

! Training 

! User-friendly 
environments 

! Sensitivity to place 
(physical & social) 

! Embedded in 
relationship &  
peer networks 

Access 

Access, Content,  
shared  participation 
environments,  
& participatory 
environments 

! Co-construction of 
relevance and added 
value (after 
McCown, 2002) 
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